
#4
Achievements 

Is there evidence of cost 
saving activities, process 
improvements, as well as 
awards, recognition and 
promotions.

#2
Dates  
Look out for gaps in employment 
as not all candidates specify 
months. However, be open-minded 
when spotting gaps as there may 
be a reasonable explanation. 

#5
Attention to detail  
Spelling, grammar and format 
will give you an insight into the 
candidate, however, consider if 
verbal communication skills are 
more essential. 

#6 
Industry   
Look out for links to your 
industry, e.g. competitors, 
suppliers, customers or 
companies with a common 
interest. 

#8
Employment 
Legislation 
Remember the equality act 2010. 
Race, Age, Religion & Belief, 
Disability and Sex discrimination 
applies when a candidate sends 
in their CV.

#10
Protect your brand 
This is the candidate’s first & 
maybe their only impression of 
your company. Always respond 
to applications. 

#7
Qualifications 

Are qualifications truly essential 
for your role or is experience 
more important. Do you offer 
training and accredited courses?

#9
Are you psychic? 
Making an assumption on a 
candidate’s work history without 
any proof can run you the risk of 
missing out on a star candidate. 

10 CV Screening Top Tips
Below are some hints and tips to improve your CV screening skills. Remember CV’s are two dimensional, 
and only by speaking to the candidate will they become three dimensional. 

#3
Transferable skills 
Match skills to your job description, 
consider what  is essential & what 
can be trained. Look at your 
existing team, think about their 
previous experience, and what is 
transferable.

#1
Length of CV  
Do not be put off by short 
or lengthy CV’s. Be patient 
and read to the end as not 
everyone is an expert in CV 
writing.



We used Hart Recruitment to recruit 2 time 
critical vacancies, with both posts recruited 

in record timescales. Right from the start 
of the process, I found everything to be 

very professional with candidates only put 
forward who would be 

100% suitable for the roles on offer

Hart Recruitment made it their priority to get to know our 
business and understand the role profile in depth.  They 

understand that our time is precious; we need an agency 
we can trust to source high calibre candidates, assess and 

organise the interviews on our behalf. 

We have no hesitation in recommending Hart 
Recruitment
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Call us now to find out more

0121 360 6000recruitment

1232 – 1234 Aldridge Road, Great Barr, Birmingham B44 8PE www.hartrecruitment.co.uk

with all the latest 
job news!

Keep up to date


